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THE EASY CAMP® RANGE 2010

Welcome to the 2010 catalogue from Easy Camp® with a completely updated range 
of products for all types of camper – young or old.

The relaxed atmosphere of a simple life out camping promotes a friendliness that 
you do not often see at home. The natural feeling of saying ‘good morning’ to your 
neighbours even though they are strangers, likely from a different part of the world. 
Chatting over a cup of tea or glass of wine, spontaneous alfresco family lunches or 
just relaxing with a book with just the countryside to keep you company – is there 
more to ask for in life.

For 2010 we are offering a totally overhauled collection of tents, sleeping bags and 
rucsacs focused into 4 broad categories. 

CARNIVAL is very much about the youth of today, intelligent and mobile. This range is 
light and bright, easy to use and exudes an element of fun. Perfect for anything from 
a weekend festival to an adventurous outing. 

EXPLORER is for just that, getting out and being part of the outdoors; weekends 
away, enjoying the outdoors environment – the possibilities are endless. This collection 
is extensive with all products packed with feature at great value prices. 

The GO range is a collection of quality, eye catching tents that are aimed at regular 
users looking for good performance with the style to match. 

TOUR is for holiday camping, great value and enjoyment. Whether it is family camping 
or friends touring, this range offers a size and budget for everyone.

In addition we have created a desirable range of must-have accessories suitable for 
the requirements of today’s campers, offering a full and comprehensive selection of 
products from cookware to lighting to furniture and maintaining our great value mes-
sage.
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CARNIVAL

EXPLORER

CARNIVAL is for being young and having fun. 
People who have a variety of hobbies and 
activities from going to festivals, overnight 
camping with friends and ultimately enjoy-
ing the freedom of the outdoor environment. 
This range of products is all about being 
attrac tive, getting noticed, being easy to use 
and simple to understand, modern and inex-
pensive. Now featuring Fire Retardent and 
Waterproof Fabrics with fully taped seams and 
fast, easy pitching.

EXPLORER is about getting out and seeing 
the world outside. Weekends near the lakes, 
biking in the forest parks, sleeping in the val-
leys. This range of products will do the job 
without costing the earth. Suitable for those 
starting out on their camping experiences, 
the range consists of many tried and trusted 
models now with a new look. From simple 
single skin domes to the larger family 4-berth 
tents, there is a size and style for everyone. 
Now featuring Fire Retardant and Waterproof 
fabrics with fully taped seams, good ventilation 
and easy pitching.

 Name Hydrostatic head Sleeps Pitching Inner height Pack size Weight Page

 Name Hydrostatic head Sleeps Pitching Inner height Pack size Weight Page

 Antic - Chilli Pepper 1500 mm 2 Quick erect, single skin 95 cm 68 x 4 cm 1.8 kg 08

 Antic - Horizon Blue 1500 mm 2 Quick erect, single skin 95 cm 68 x 4 cm 1.8 kg 09

 Antic - Macaw Green 1500 mm 2 Quick erect, single skin 95 cm 68 x 4 cm 1.8 kg 10

 Antic - Violet 1500 mm 2 Quick erect, single skin 95 cm 68 x 4 cm 1.8 kg 11

 Jester - Chilli Pepper 1500 mm 2 Quick erect, single skin 95 cm 76 x 5 cm 2.1 kg 12

 Jester - Horizon Blue 1500 mm 2 Quick erect, single skin 95 cm 76 x 5 cm 2.1 kg 13

 Jester - Macaw Green 1500 mm 2 Quick erect, single skin 95 cm 76 x 5 cm 2.1 kg 14

 Jester - Violet 1500 mm 2 Quick erect, single skin 95 cm 76 x 5 cm 2.1 kg 15

 Tipi - Chilli Pepper 1500 mm 4 Flysheet fi rst, single skin 275 cm 55 x 15 cm 4.1 kg 16

 Tipi - Horizon Blue 1500 mm 4 Flysheet fi rst, single skin 275 cm 55 x 15 cm 4.1 kg 17

 Tipi - Macaw Green 1500 mm 4 Flysheet fi rst, single skin 275 cm 55 x 15 cm 4.1 kg 18

 Tipi - Violet 1500 mm 4 Flysheet fi rst, single skin 275 cm 55 x 15 cm 4.1 kg 19

 Star 100 1500 mm 1 Flysheet fi rst or as one 80 cm 50 x 12 cm 1.9 kg 22

 Star 200 1500 mm 2 Flysheet fi rst or as one 95 cm 55 x 15 cm 2.7 kg 23

 Comet 200 1500 mm 2 Flysheet fi rst or as one 100 cm 60 x 10 cm 1.8 kg 24

 Meteor 200 1500 mm 2 Flysheet fi rst or as one 100 cm 60 x 10 cm 2.4 kg 25

 Meteor 300 1500 mm 3 Flysheet fi rst or as one 110 cm 60 x 14 cm 2.8 kg 25

 Eclipse 200 1500 mm 2 Flysheet fi rst or as one 110 cm 54 x 16 cm 4.1 kg 26

 Eclipse 300 1500 mm 3 Flysheet fi rst or as one 120 cm 54 x 20 cm 4.7 kg 27

 Eclipse 400 1500 mm 4 Flysheet fi rst or as one 150 cm 65 x 20 cm 6.8 kg 28

 Eclipse 500 1500 mm 4 Flysheet fi rst or as one 190 cm 61 x 23 cm 10.5 kg 29

 Galaxy 400 1500 mm 4 Flysheet fi rst or as one 190 cm 58 x 28 cm 12.5 kg 30

 Planet 300 1500 mm 3 Flysheet fi rst or as one 180 cm 60 x 22 cm 8.9 kg 31

TENT GUIDE



GO

TOUR

GO is about versatility, performance and de-
pendability. A unique looking range aimed at 
regular users looking for that desirable design 
and high specification level, whilst maintaining 
affordability. Strong, lightweight and compact 
this range offers a good sleeping area, great 
storage space and easy to manage pack sizes. 
Now featuring Fire Retardant and Waterproof 
fabrics with fully taped seams, good ventilation 
and easy pitching with porch groundsheets 
and good size interiors.

TOUR offers good features, great value and 
surprising performance levels for the family or 
group either starting out in camping or want-
ing a dependable yet affordable tent. The en-
tire range consists of large living areas with 
sewn-in groundsheets for enhanced internal 
protection. Carefully positioned ventilation  
allows for maximum airflow, keeping the inte-
rior cooler during the summer months. Now 
featuring Fire Retardant and Waterproof fab-
rics with fully taped seams, good ventilation 
and sewn-in groundsheets with spacious inte-
riors.

 Name Hydrostatic head Sleeps Pitching Inner height Pack size Weight Page

 Name Hydrostatic head Sleeps Pitching Inner height Pack size Weight Page

 Spirit 200 3000 mm 2 Flysheet first or as one 100 cm 56 x 18 cm 4.5 kg 34
 Spirit 300 3000 mm 3 Flysheet first or as one 110 cm 59 x 20 cm 5.3 kg 34
 Spirit 400 3000 mm 4 Flysheet first or as one 130 cm 61 x 21 cm 6.7 kg 35
 Shadow 200 3000 mm 2 Flysheet first or as one 100 cm 58 x 16 cm 3.7 kg 36
 Shadow 300 3000 mm 3 Flysheet first or as one 120 cm 59 x 18 cm 4.8 kg 36
 Phantom 200 3000 mm 2 Flysheet first or as one 110 cm 58 x 16 cm 4.2 kg 37
 Phantom 300 3000 mm 3 Flysheet first or as one 120 cm 58 x 18 cm 5.2 kg 37
 Phantom 400 3000 mm 4 Flysheet first or as one 130 cm 60 x 22 cm 6.2 kg 38
 Phantom 500 3000 mm 5 Flysheet first or as one 175 cm 60 x 24 cm 8.7 kg 39

 Baltimore 300 3000 mm 3 Flysheet first or as one 185 cm 75 x 25 cm 12.0 kg 42
 Baltimore 400 3000 mm 4 Flysheet first or as one 190 cm 75 x 32 cm 14.5 kg 43
 Boston 400 3000 mm 4 Flysheet first or as one 180 cm 65 x 30 cm 15.2 kg 44
 Boston 500 3000 mm 5 Flysheet first or as one 200 cm 68 x 32 cm 17.0 kg 45
 Boston 600 3000 mm 6 Flysheet first or as one 200 cm 74 x 31 cm 22.3 kg 46
 Canopy 3000 mm - Flysheet first, single skin 210 cm 90 x 16 cm 9.2 kg 47
 Topeka 600 3000 mm 6 Flysheet first or as one 210 cm 80 x 50 cm 23.5 kg 48
 Topeka 800 3000 mm 8 Flysheet first or as one 220 cm 80 x 40 cm 27.1 kg 49
 Daytona 3000 mm - Flysheet first or as one 210 cm 66 x 24 cm 12.4 kg 50
 Sebring 200 3000 mm 2 Flysheet first or as one 210 cm 68 x 26 cm 17.4 kg 51
 Great Wall 3000 mm - -  - 65 x 15 cm 4.5 kg 52
 Annexe 3000 mm - Flysheet first, single skin 190 cm   102 x 23 cm 7.5 kg 53
 Beach   500 mm - Flysheet first, single skin 110 cm 55 x 10 cm 1.3 kg 54
 Ocean M   500 mm - Flysheet first, single skin 100 cm 60 x 5 cm 1.3 kg 55
 Ocean L   500 mm - Flysheet first, single skin 115 cm 65 x 6 cm 1.6 kg 55



CARNIVAL 6

CARNIVAL is for being young and having fun. People who have a variety of hobbies and 
activities from going to festivals, overnight camping with friends and ultimately enjoy-
ing the freedom of the outdoor environment. This range of products is all about being 
attractive, getting noticed, being easy to use and simple to understand, modern and 
inexpensive. Now featuring Fire Retardent and Waterproof Fabrics with fully taped 
seams and fast, easy pitching.





CARNIVAL 8 ANTIC - CHILLI PEPPER

Ventilation

An amazing little tent for 2 people! Just unzip the carry bag, 
take the tent out and allow it to set itself in an instant – a 
dream come true – camping without the tent pitching. There 
is no need to connect or insert any poles; the integral pole 
system is designed to allow the tent to erect itself. Pegs and 
guylines are supplied and are advised to increase the stability 
of the tent in adverse conditions.
The Antic’s are ideal for any occasion where you desire a fast 
and easy tent to pitch, available in a range of bright colours to 
lift the gloomiest of camp sites.

SPECIFICATIONS
Item no.:  300091
Flysheet: 180T polyester PU coated F/R
Hydrostatic head: 1500 mm
Taping: Flysheet fully taped
Pitching: Quick erect, single skin
Floor: Polyethylene
Poles: Fibreglass 6.0 mm
Pack size: Dia. 68 x 4 cm
Weight: App. 1.8 kg

Door with mosquito net



CARNIVAL 9 ANTIC - HORIZON BLUE

An amazing little tent for 2 people! Just unzip the carry bag, 
take the tent out and allow it to set itself in an instant – a 
dream come true – camping without the tent pitching. There 
is no need to connect or insert any poles; the integral pole 
system is designed to allow the tent to erect itself. Pegs and 
guylines are supplied and are advised to increase the stability 
of the tent in adverse conditions.
The Antic’s are ideal for any occasion where you desire a fast 
and easy tent to pitch, available in a range of bright colours to 
lift the gloomiest of camp sites.

SPECIFICATIONS
Item no.:  300092
Flysheet: 180T polyester PU coated F/R
Hydrostatic head: 1500 mm
Taping:  Flysheet fully taped
Pitching: Quick erect, single skin
Floor: Polyethylene
Poles: Fibreglass 6.0 mm
Pack size: Dia. 68 x 4 cm
Weight: App. 1.8 kg

Ventilation

Door with mosquito net



CARNIVAL 10

An amazing little tent for 2 people! Just unzip the carry bag, 
take the tent out and allow it to set itself in an instant – a 
dream come true – camping without the tent pitching. There 
is no need to connect or insert any poles; the integral pole 
system is designed to allow the tent to erect itself. Pegs and 
guylines are supplied and are advised to increase the stability 
of the tent in adverse conditions.
The Antic’s are ideal for any occasion where you desire a fast 
and easy tent to pitch, available in a range of bright colours to 
lift the gloomiest of camp sites.

SPECIFICATIONS
Item no.:  300093
Flysheet: 180T polyester PU coated F/R
Hydrostatic head: 1500 mm
Taping: Flysheet fully taped
Pitching: Quick erect, single skin
Floor: Polyethylene
Poles: Fibreglass 6.0 mm
Pack size: Dia. 68 x 4 cm
Weight: App. 1.8 kg

ANTIC - MACAW GREEN

Ventilation

Door with mosquito net



CARNIVAL 11

An amazing little tent for 2 people! Just unzip the carry bag, 
take the tent out and allow it to set itself in an instant – a 
dream come true – camping without the tent pitching. There 
is no need to connect or insert any poles; the integral pole 
system is designed to allow the tent to erect itself. Pegs and 
guylines are supplied and are advised to increase the stability 
of the tent in adverse conditions.
The Antic’s are ideal for any occasion where you desire a fast 
and easy tent to pitch, available in a range of bright colours to 
lift the gloomiest of camp sites.

SPECIFICATIONS
Item no.:  300094
Flysheet: 180T polyester PU coated F/R
Hydrostatic head: 1500 mm
Taping: Flysheet fully taped
Pitching: Quick erect, single skin
Floor: Polyethylene
Poles: Fibreglass 6.0 mm
Pack size: Dia. 68 x 4 cm
Weight: App. 1.8 kg

ANTIC - VIOLET

Ventilation

Door with mosquito net



CARNIVAL 12

The big brother to the Antic: larger sleeping area, more head-
height and side entry to maximize the internal space. 
An amazing tent for 2 people! Just unzip the carry bag, take 
the tent out and allow it to suit itself in an instant – a dream 
come true – camping without the tent pitching. There is no 
need to connect or insert any poles; the integral pole system 
is designed to allow the tent to erect itself. Pegs and guylines 
are supplied and are advised to increase the stability of the 
tent in adverse conditions. 
The Jester’s are ideal for any occasion where you desire a fast 
and easy tent to pitch, available in a range of bright colours to 
lift the gloomiest of camp sites.

SPECIFICATIONS
Item no.:  300095
Flysheet: 180T polyester PU coated F/R
Hydrostatic head: 1500 mm
Taping: Flysheet fully taped
Pitching: Quick erect, single skin
Floor: Polyethylene
Poles: Fibreglass 6.0 mm
Pack size: Dia. 76 x 5 cm
Weight: App. 2.1 kg

JESTER - CHILLI PEPPER

Ventilation

Door with mosquito net



CARNIVAL 13 JESTER - HORIZON BLUE

Ventilation

Door with mosquito net

The big brother to the Antic: larger sleeping area, more head-
height and side entry to maximize the internal space. 
An amazing tent for 2 people! Just unzip the carry bag, take 
the tent out and allow it to suit itself in an instant – a dream 
come true – camping without the tent pitching. There is no 
need to connect or insert any poles; the integral pole system 
is designed to allow the tent to erect itself. Pegs and guylines 
are supplied and are advised to increase the stability of the 
tent in adverse conditions. 
The Jester’s are ideal for any occasion where you desire a fast 
and easy tent to pitch, available in a range of bright colours to 
lift the gloomiest of camp sites.

SPECIFICATIONS
Item no.:  300096
Flysheet: 180T polyester PU coated F/R
Hydrostatic head: 1500 mm
Taping:  Flysheet fully taped
Pitching: Quick erect, single skin
Floor: Polyethylene
Poles: Fibreglass 6.0 mm
Pack size: Dia. 76 x 5 cm
Weight: App. 2.1 kg



CARNIVAL 14 JESTER - MACAW GREEN

Ventilation

Door with mosquito net

The big brother to the Antic: larger sleeping area, more head-
height and side entry to maximize the internal space. 
An amazing tent for 2 people! Just unzip the carry bag, take 
the tent out and allow it to suit itself in an instant – a dream 
come true – camping without the tent pitching. There is no 
need to connect or insert any poles; the integral pole system 
is designed to allow the tent to erect itself. Pegs and guylines 
are supplied and are advised to increase the stability of the 
tent in adverse conditions. 
The Jester’s are ideal for any occasion where you desire a fast 
and easy tent to pitch, available in a range of bright colours to 
lift the gloomiest of camp sites.

SPECIFICATIONS
Item no.:  300097
Flysheet: 180T polyester PU coated F/R
Hydrostatic head: 1500 mm
Taping: Flysheet fully taped
Pitching: Quick erect, single skin
Floor: Polyethylene
Poles: Fibreglass 6.0 mm
Pack size: Dia. 76 x 5 cm
Weight: App. 2.1 kg



CARNIVAL 15 JESTER - VIOLET

Ventilation

Door with mosquito net

The big brother to the Antic: larger sleeping area, more head-
height and side entry to maximize the internal space. 
An amazing tent for 2 people! Just unzip the carry bag, take 
the tent out and allow it to suit itself in an instant – a dream 
come true – camping without the tent pitching. There is no 
need to connect or insert any poles; the integral pole system 
is designed to allow the tent to erect itself. Pegs and guylines 
are supplied and are advised to increase the stability of the 
tent in adverse conditions. 
The Jester’s are ideal for any occasion where you desire a fast 
and easy tent to pitch, available in a range of bright colours to 
lift the gloomiest of camp sites.

SPECIFICATIONS
Item no.:  300098
Flysheet: 180T polyester PU coated F/R
Hydrostatic head: 1500 mm
Taping:  Flysheet fully taped
Pitching: Quick erect, single skin
Floor: Polyethylene
Poles: Fibreglass 6.0 mm
Pack size: Dia. 76 x 5 cm
Weight: App. 2.1 kg



CARNIVAL 16 TIPI - CHILLI PEPPER

Door with mosquito net

A little retro, but a lot of fun! The Tipi tents will stand out on 
any festival, camp site or back-garden party. Available in a 
range of bright and fun colours. These tents can be used as a 
camping shelter, play tent, visual centre piece, meeting area 
or palatial accommodation. The choice is yours.

SPECIFICATIONS
Item no.:  300101
Flysheet: 180T polyester PU coated F/R
Hydrostatic head: 1500 mm
Taping: Flysheet fully taped
Pitching: Flysheet fi rst
Floor: Polyethylene
Poles: Steel pole 16 mm
Pack size: 55 x 15 cm
Weight: App. 4.1 kg



CARNIVAL 17 TIPI - HORIZON BLUE

Door with mosquito net

A little retro, but a lot of fun! The Tipi tents will stand out on 
any festival, camp site or back-garden party. Available in a 
range of bright and fun colours. These tents can be used as a 
camping shelter, play tent, visual centre piece, meeting area 
or palatial accommodation. The choice is yours.

SPECIFICATIONS
Item no.:  300102
Flysheet: 180T polyester PU coated F/R
Hydrostatic head: 1500 mm
Taping: Flysheet fully taped
Pitching: Flysheet fi rst
Floor: Polyethylene
Poles: Steel pole 16 mm
Pack size: 55 x 15 cm
Weight: App. 4.1 kg



CARNIVAL 18 TIPI - MACAW GREEN

Door with mosquito net

A little retro, but a lot of fun! The Tipi tents will stand out on 
any festival, camp site or back-garden party. Available in a 
range of bright and fun colours. These tents can be used as a 
camping shelter, play tent, visual centre piece, meeting area 
or palatial accommodation. The choice is yours.

SPECIFICATIONS
Item no.:  300103
Flysheet: 180T polyester PU coated F/R
Hydrostatic head: 1500 mm
Taping: Flysheet fully taped
Pitching: Flysheet fi rst
Floor: Polyethylene
Poles: Steel pole 16 mm
Pack size: 55 x 15 cm
Weight: App. 4.1 kg



CARNIVAL 19 TIPI - VIOLET

Door with mosquito net

A little retro, but a lot of fun! The Tipi tents will stand out on 
any festival, camp site or back-garden party. Available in a 
range of bright and fun colours. These tents can be used as a 
camping shelter, play tent, visual centre piece, meeting area 
or palatial accommodation. The choice is yours.

SPECIFICATIONS
Item no.:  300104
Flysheet: 180T polyester PU coated F/R
Hydrostatic head: 1500 mm
Taping: Flysheet fully taped
Pitching: Flysheet fi rst
Floor: Polyethylene
Poles: Steel pole 16 mm
Pack size: 55 x 15 cm
Weight: App. 4.1 kg



EXPLORER 20

EXPLORER is about getting out and seeing the world outside. Weekends near the lakes, 
biking in the forest parks, sleeping in the valleys. This range of products will do the 
job without costing the earth. Suitable for those starting out on their camping experi-
ences, the range consists of many tried and trusted models now with a new look. From 
simple single skin domes to the larger family 4-berth tents, there is a size and style for 
everyone. Now featuring Fire Retardant and Waterproof fabrics with fully taped seams, 
good ventilation and easy pitching.





EXPLORER 22 STAR 100

Small, simple and stable; this tent is lightweight with a very 
small pack size making it ideal for starting out in camping or 
backpacking.

SPECIFICATIONS
Item no.:  300153
Flysheet: 180T polyester PU coated F/R
Hydrostatic head: 1500 mm
Taping: Flysheet fully taped
Pitching: Flysheet fi rst
Inner tent: Breathable polyester
Floor: Polyethylene
Poles: Fibreglass 7.9 mm
Pack size: 50 x 12 cm
Weight: App. 1.9 kg

Front and rear ventilation

Lantern point



EXPLORER 23 STAR 200

A larger version of the 100, this tent is lightweight with a very 
small pack size but has a larger bedroom suitable for 2 people. 
The total weight can be split between two, making it ideal for 
starting out in camping or backpacking.

SPECIFICATIONS
Item no.:  300155
Flysheet: 180T polyester PU coated F/R
Hydrostatic head: 1500 mm
Taping:    Flysheet fully taped
Pitching: Flysheet fi rst
Inner tent: Breathable polyester
Floor: Polyethylene
Poles: Fibreglass 8.5 mm
Pack size: 55 x 15 cm
Weight: App. 2.7 kg

Double side door opening



EXPLORER 24
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A simple, classic, single skin dome tent with additional roof 
ventilation for improved air circulation. Generally considered 
as a fi rst timer’s tent, it makes an ideal shelter to trial a few 
nights outside.

SPECIFICATIONS
Item no.:  300152
Flysheet: 180T polyester PU coated F/R
Hydrostatic head: 1500 mm
Taping: Flysheet fully taped
Pitching: Flysheet fi rst
Floor: Polyethylene
Poles: Fibreglass 7.9 mm
Pack size: 60 x 10 cm
Weight: App. 1.8 kg

COMET 200



EXPLORER 25

Dome tents - the tent standard for camping across the world. 
The Meteor has an inner tent and a porch area for storage. 
Ventilation has been added to improve air circulation. This is 
the ideal tent for starting camping adventures and can be 
used in a variety of situations. 

SPECIFICATIONS
Item no.:  300157 / 300158
Flysheet: 180T polyester PU coated F/R
Hydrostatic head: 1500 mm
Taping: Flysheet fully taped
Pitching: Flysheet fi rst
Inner tent: Breathable polyester
Floor: Polyethylene
Poles: Fibreglass 7.9 mm
Pack size: 60 x 10 / 60 x 14 cm
Weight: App. 2.4 / 2.8 kg

METEOR 200/300

Top ventilation

200200 300300



EXPLORER 26

Utilising the simplicity of a dome shaped tent, with an extend-
ed tunnel storage area makes for a very versatile shelter. We 
offer this model in a variety of sizes as it has a variety of 
uses. From family camping with the larger 400 model offer-
ing head height and living room; to bike touring where all the 
equipment, including the bikes, can be stored in the porch; to 
more general camping where lots of extra room with the large 
porch areas is an obvious benefi t. Two access door enhances 
the versatility with a porch groundsheet included for ground 
protection.

SPECIFICATIONS
Item no.:  300159
Flysheet: 180T polyester PU coated F/R
Hydrostatic head: 1500 mm
Taping:   Flysheet fully taped
Pitching: Flysheet fi rst
Inner tent: Breathable polyester
Floor: Polyethylene
Poles: Fibreglass 7.9 / 8.5 mm
Accessories: Detachable groundsheet for 
 porch area
Pack size: 54 x 16 cm
Weight: App. 4.1 kg

ECLIPSE 200

Ventilation

Front opening



EXPLORER 27

Utilising the simplicity of a dome shaped tent, with an extend-
ed tunnel storage area makes for a very versatile shelter. We 
offer this model in a variety of sizes as it has a variety of 
uses. From family camping with the larger 400 model offer-
ing head height and living room; to bike touring where all the 
equipment, including the bikes, can be stored in the porch; to 
more general camping where lots of extra room with the large 
porch areas is an obvious benefi t. Two access door enhances 
the versatility with a porch groundsheet included for ground 
protection. 

SPECIFICATIONS
Item no.:  300160
Flysheet: 180T polyester PU coated F/R
Hydrostatic head: 1500 mm
Taping:    Flysheet fully taped
Pitching: Flysheet fi rst
Inner tent: Breathable polyester
Floor: Polyethylene
Poles: Fibreglass 7.9 / 8.5 mm
Accessories: Detachable groundsheet for 
 porch area
Pack size: 54 x 20 cm
Weight: App. 4.7 kg

ECLIPSE 300

Front door opening

Organizer pocket



EXPLORER 28

Utilising the simplicity of a dome shaped tent, with an ex-
tended tunnel storage area makes for a very versatile shelter. 
We offer this model in a variety of sizes as it has a variety of 
uses. From family camping with the larger 400 model offer-
ing head height and living room; to bike touring where all the 
equipment, including the bikes, can be stored in the porch; to 
more general camping where lots of extra room with the large 
porch areas is an obvious benefi t. Two access door enhances 
the versatility with a porch groundsheet included for ground 
protection.

SPECIFICATIONS
Item no.:  300162
Flysheet: 180T polyester PU coated F/R
Hydrostatic head: 1500 mm
Taping:                     Flysheet fully taped
Pitching: Flysheet fi rst
Inner tent: Breathable polyester
Floor: Polyethylene
Poles: Fibreglass 8.5 / 9.5 mm
Accessories: Detachable groundsheet for 
 porch area
Pack size: 65 x 20 cm
Weight: App. 6.8 kg

ECLIPSE 400

Front door opening

Organizer pocket



EXPLORER 29

Utilising the simplicity of a dome shaped tent, with an 
extended tunnel storage area makes for a very versatile shel-
ter. We offer this model in a variety of sizes as it has a variety 
of uses. From family camping with the larger 400 model offer-
ing head height and living room; to bike touring where all the 
equipment, including the bikes, can be stored in the porch; to 
more general camping where lots of extra room with the large 
porch areas is an obvious benefi t. Two access door enhances 
the versatility with a porch groundsheet included for ground 
protection. 

SPECIFICATIONS
Item no.:  300165
Flysheet: 180T polyester PU coated F/R
Hydrostatic head: 1500 mm
Taping:                     Flysheet fully taped
Pitching: Flysheet fi rst
Inner tent: Breathable polyester
Floor: Polyethylene
Poles: Fibreglass 9.5 / 11.0 mm
Accessories: Detachable groundsheet for 
 porch area
Pack size: 61 x 23 cm
Weight: App. 10.5 kg

ECLIPSE 500

Front door opening

Organizer pocket



EXPLORER 30

The largest tent in the Explorer range offers full head height, 
large porch space and a spacious bedroom area. The hoop 
pole construction allows the Galaxy to be pitched quickly and 
easily. Two access doors enhances the versatility with a porch 
groundsheet included for ground protection. Great value family 
camping.

SPECIFICATIONS
Item no.:  300167
Flysheet: 180T polyester PU coated F/R
Hydrostatic head: 1500 mm
Taping:                     Flysheet fully taped
Pitching: Flysheet fi rst
Inner tent: Breathable polyester
Floor: Polyethylene
Poles: Fibreglass 11.0 mm
Accessories: 2 upright steel canopy poles
 Detachable groundsheet for porch 
 area
Pack size: 58 x 28 cm
Weight: App. 12.5 kg

GALAXY 400

Front door opening

Organizer pocket



EXPLORER 31

A compact family tent that offers a good sleeping area, head 
height and stability. Two access door enhances the versa tility 
with a porch groundsheet included for ground protection. Ideal 
as a touring tent where it will be moved regularly or as a 
smaller family tent.

SPECIFICATIONS
Item no.:  300166
Flysheet: 180T polyester PU coated F/R
Hydrostatic head: 1500 mm
Taping:                    Flysheet fully taped
Pitching: Flysheet fi rst
Inner tent: Breathable polyester
Floor: Polyethylene
Poles: Fibreglass 9.5 / 11.0 mm
Accessories: 2 upright steel canopy poles
 Detachable groundsheet for 
 porch area
Pack size: 60 x 22 cm
Weight: App. 8.9 kg

PLANET 300

Front door opening

Organizer pocket



GO 32

GO is about versatility, performance and dependability. A unique looking range 
aimed at regular users looking for that desirable design and high specifi cation 
level, whilst maintaining affordability. Strong, lightweight and compact this range 
offers a good sleeping area, great storage space and easy to manage pack sizes. 
Now featuring Fire Retardant and Waterproof fabrics with fully taped seams, good 
ventilation and easy pitching with porch groundsheets and good size interiors.



GO 33



GO 34

A versatile tunnel design offering a large porch for storage, 
double entrances, additional ventilation and spacious bedroom 
areas. A real multi purpose tent which is favoured for the 
additional storage space the porch offers. Often used for cycle 
or motorcycle touring but can be used for a variety of camp-
ing applications. Now with a porch groundsheet included for 
ground protection. 

SPECIFICATIONS
Item no.:  300178 / 300179
Flysheet: 185T polyester PU coated F/R
Hydrostatic head: 3000 mm
Taping:  Flysheet fully taped
Pitching: Flysheet fi rst or as one
Inner tent: Breathable polyester
Floor: Polyethylene
Poles: Fibreglass 7.9 / 8.5 mm
Accessories:  Porch area groundsheet attached 

to inner tent
Pack size: 56 x 18 / 59 x 20 cm
Weight: App. 4.5 / 5.3 kg

SPIRIT 200/300

Front door opening

200200 300300



GO 35 SPIRIT 400

A versatile tunnel design offering a large porch for storage, 
double entrances, additional ventilation and spacious bedroom 
areas. A real multi purpose tent which is favoured for the ad-
ditional storage space the porch offers. Often used for cycle 
or motorcycle touring but can be used for a variety of camp-
ing applications. Now with a porch groundsheet included for 
ground protection.

SPECIFICATIONS
Item no.:  300180
Flysheet: 185T polyester PU coated F/R
Hydrostatic head: 3000 mm
Taping: Flysheet fully taped
Pitching: Flysheet fi rst or as one
Inner tent: Breathable polyester
Floor: Polyethylene
Poles: Fibreglass 9.5 mm
Accessories:  Porch area groundsheet attached 

to inner tent
Pack size: 61 x 21 cm
Weight: App. 6.7 kg

Front door opening



GO 36

A compact and lightweight tunnel tent with exceptional inter-
nal space. Easy to pitch and pack-up, it is ideal for camping 
ventures where weight is important. The simple tunnel con-
struction maximises the usable internal space. Now with a 
porch groundsheet included for ground protection.  

SPECIFICATIONS
Item no.:  300174 / 300175
Flysheet: 185T polyester PU coated F/R
Hydrostatic head: 3000 mm
Taping:                     Flysheet fully taped
Pitching: Flysheet fi rst or as one
Inner tent: Breathable polyester
Floor: Polyethylene
Poles: Fibreglass 7.9 / 8.5 mm
Accessories:  Porch area groundsheet attached 

to inner tent
Pack size: 58 x 16 / 59 x 18 cm
Weight: App. 3.7 / 4.8 kg

SHADOW 200/300

Ventilation

200200 300300



GO 37

A classic dome tent in an eye-catching style and colour. Dome 
tents are a good, compact dependable structure that is tried 
and trusted in the Easy Camp range. Everyone should have one 
of these tents. We have given this classic tent a facelift and 
added some features as well. Now with a porch groundsheet 
included for ground protection. 

SPECIFICATIONS
Item no.:  300181 / 300183
Flysheet: 185T polyester PU coated F/R
Hydrostatic head: 3000 mm
Taping:                     Flysheet fully taped
Pitching: Flysheet fi rst or as one
Inner tent: Breathable polyester
Floor: Polyethylene
Poles: Fibreglass 7.9 / 8.5 mm
Accessories:  Porch area groundsheet attached 

to inner tent
Pack size: 58 x 16 / 58 x 18 cm
Weight: App. 4.2 / 5.2 kg

PHANTOM 200/300

Window / Ventilation

200200 300300
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GO 38

A classic dome tent in an eye-catching style and colour. Dome 
tents are a good, compact dependable structure that is tried 
and trusted in the Easy Camp range. Everyone should have one 
of these tents. We have given this classic tent a facelift and 
added some features as well. Now with a porch groundsheet 
included for ground protection. 

SPECIFICATIONS
Item no.:  300240
Flysheet: 185T polyester PU coated F/R
Hydrostatic head: 3000 mm
Taping:                     Flysheet fully taped
Pitching: Flysheet fi rst or as one
Inner tent: Breathable polyester
Floor: Polyethylene
Poles: Fibreglass 8.5 / 9.5 mm
Accessories:  Porch area groundsheet attached 

to inner tent
Pack size: 60 x 22 cm
Weight: App. 6.2 kg

PHANTOM 400

Window / Ventilation



GO 39

A classic dome tent in an eye-catching style and colour. Dome 
tents are a good, compact dependable structure that is tried 
and trusted in the Easy Camp range. Everyone should have one 
of these tents. We have given this classic tent a facelift and 
added some features as well. Now with a porch groundsheet 
included for ground protection. 

SPECIFICATIONS
Item no.:  300241
Flysheet: 185T polyester PU coated F/R
Hydrostatic head: 3000 mm
Taping:                     Flysheet fully taped
Pitching: Flysheet fi rst or as one
Inner tent: Breathable polyester
Floor: Polyethylene
Poles: Fibreglass 9.5 / 11.0 mm
Accessories:  Porch area groundsheet attached 

to inner tent
Pack size: 60 x 24 cm
Weight: App. 8.7 kg

PHANTOM 500

Window / Ventilation



TOUR 40

TOUR offers good features, great value and surprising performance levels for the 
family or group either starting out in camping or wanting a dependable yet affordable 
tent. The entire range consists of large living areas with sewn-in groundsheets for 
enhanced internal protection. Carefully positioned ventilation allows for maximum 
airfl ow, keeping the interior cooler during the summer months. Now featuring Fire 
Retardant and Waterproof fabrics with fully taped seams, good ventilation and fully 
sewn-in groundsheets with spacious interiors.
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TOUR 42 BALTIMORE 300

A range of modern tunnel tents offering spacious bedrooms 
and large living areas with large panoramic windows for extra 
light and unobstructed viewing when inside. All models now 
have a fully integrated groundsheet throughout to offer the 
best protection and have updated features such as cable entry 
points, hanging loops and well thought out ventilation options. 
These are highly practical tents for family camping.

SPECIFICATIONS
Item no.: 300261
Flysheet: 185T polyester PU coated F/R
Hydrostatic head: 3000 mm
Taping: Flysheet fully taped
Pitching: Flysheet fi rst or as one
Inner tent: Breathable polyester
Floor: Polyethylene
Poles: Fibreglass 11.0 mm
Accessories: 2 upright steel canopy poles
Pack size: 75 x 25 cm
Weight: App. 12.0 kg

Optional extras

520715 Carpet 520724 Footprint

Sewn-in groundsheet

Mains access



TOUR 43 BALTIMORE 400

A range of modern tunnel tents offering spacious bedrooms 
and large living areas with large panoramic windows for extra 
light and unobstructed viewing when inside. All models now 
have a fully integrated groundsheet throughout to offer the 
best protection and have updated features such as cable entry 
points, hanging loops and well thought out ventilation options. 
These are highly practical tents for family camping.

SPECIFICATIONS
Item no.:  300262
Flysheet: 185T polyester PU coated F/R
Hydrostatic head: 3000 mm
Taping: Flysheet fully taped
Pitching: Flysheet fi rst or as one
Inner tent: Breathable polyester
Floor: Polyethylene
Poles: Fibreglass 11.0 mm
Accessories: 2 upright steel canopy poles
Pack size: 75 x 32 cm
Weight: App. 14.5 kg 

Optional extras

520716 Carpet 520725 Footprint

Sewn-in groundsheet

Mains access



TOUR 44

A new model developed by the team at Easy Camp offering 
all the benefi ts of a large tunnel tent combined with a front 
awning to offer protection for the entrance. The very light 
and bright front porch area allows for chairs and tables 
as well as other equipment to be in a comfortable and 
inviting setting, even on gloomy days. The bedrooms are large, 
separated by a zip divider to offer privacy. The size and 
features of this Boston range make it an interesting choice for 
families searching for a modern looking tent.

SPECIFICATIONS
Item no.:  300265
Flysheet: 185T polyester PU coated F/R
Hydrostatic head: 3000 mm
Taping:                     Flysheet fully taped
Pitching: Flysheet fi rst or as one
Inner tent: Breathable polyester
Floor: Polyethylene
Poles: Fibreglass 13.0 mm
Pack size: 65 x 30 cm
Weight: App. 15.2 kg

BOSTON 400

Optional extras

Sewn-in groundsheet

Ventilation

520719 Carpet 520728 Footprint



TOUR 45

A new model developed by the team at Easy Camp offering 
all the benefi ts of a large tunnel tent combined with a front 
awning to offer protection for the entrance. The very light 
and bright front porch area allows for chairs and tables 
as well as other equipment to be in a comfortable and 
inviting setting, even on gloomy days. The bedrooms are large, 
separated by a zip divider to offer privacy. The size and 
features of this Boston range make it an interesting choice for 
families searching for a modern looking tent.

SPECIFICATIONS
Item no.:  300266
Flysheet: 185T polyester PU coated F/R
Hydrostatic head: 3000 mm
Taping:                     Flysheet fully taped
Pitching: Flysheet fi rst or as one
Inner tent: Breathable polyester
Floor: Polyethylene
Poles: Fibreglass 13.0 mm
Pack size: 68 x 32 cm
Weight: App. 17.0 kg 

BOSTON 500

Optional extras

Sewn-in groundsheet

Ventilation

520720 Carpet 520729 Footprint



TOUR 46

A new model developed by the team at Easy Camp offering 
all the benefi ts of a large tunnel tent combined with a front 
awning to offer protection for the entrance. The very light 
and bright front porch area allows for chairs and tables 
as well as other equipment to be in a comfortable and 
inviting setting, even on gloomy days. The bedrooms are large, 
separated by a zip divider to offer privacy. The size and 
features of this Boston range make it an interesting choice for 
families searching for a modern looking tent.

SPECIFICATIONS
Item no.:  300267
Flysheet: 185T polyester PU coated F/R
Hydrostatic head: 3000 mm
Taping:                     Flysheet fully taped
Pitching: Flysheet fi rst or as one
Inner tent: Breathable polyester
Floor: Polyethylene
Poles: Fibreglass 13.0 mm
Pack size: 74 x 31 cm
Weight: App. 22.3 kg

BOSTON 600

Optional extras

Sewn-in groundsheet

Ventilation

520721 Carpet 520730 Footprint



TOUR 47 CANOPY

A great way to extend your outdoor living and storage area as 
well as offering more protection to the front of the tent. This 
canopy will fi t on all TOUR tents.

SPECIFICATIONS
Item no.:  300268
Flysheet: 185T polyester PU coated F/R
Hydrostatic head: 3000 mm
Taping:                     Flysheet fully taped
Poles: Steel poles 16.0 mm
Pack size: 90 x 16 cm
Weight: App. 9.2 kg



TOUR 48

The fl exibility of 3 separate bedrooms makes this range worth 
considering if members of the family want there own space or 
you wish to invite friends along on your next camping holiday. 
The large living area in the dome allows for best use of the 
space and offers maximum headroom due to the height of the 
poles. Hanging loops and cable entry points are sewn-in for 
that extra luxury of electrics in the tent (some campsites have 
electric hook-ups). An extended porch at the entrance allows 
for the extra storage space for shoes and jackets in order 
to keep the main living area clean and dry. Ideal for family 
camping.

SPECIFICATIONS
Item no.:  300263
Flysheet: 185T polyester PU coated F/R
Hydrostatic head: 3000 mm
Taping:                     Flysheet fully taped
Pitching: Flysheet fi rst or as one
Inner tent: Breathable polyester
Floor: Polyethylene
Poles: Fibreglass 11.0 / 13.0 mm
Accessories: 2 upright steel canopy poles
Pack size: 80 x 50 cm
Weight: App. 23.5 kg

TOPEKA 600

Optional extras

Sewn-in groundsheet

520717 Carpet 520726 Footprint



TOUR 49

The fl exibility of 3 separate bedrooms makes this range worth 
considering if members of the family want their own space or 
you wish to invite friends along on your next camping holiday. 
The large living area in the dome allows for best use of the 
space and offers maximum headroom due to the height of the 
poles. Hanging loops and cable entry points are sewn-in for 
that extra luxury of electrics in the tent (some campsites have 
electric hook-ups). An extended porch at the entrance allows 
for the extra storage space for shoes and jackets in order 
to keep the main living area clean and dry. Ideal for family 
camping.

SPECIFICATIONS
Item no.:  300264
Flysheet: 185T polyester PU coated F/R
Hydrostatic head: 3000 mm
Taping:                     Flysheet fully taped
Pitching: Flysheet fi rst or as one
Inner tent: Breathable polyester
Floor: Polyethylene
Poles: Fibreglass 11.0 / 13.0 mm
Accessories: 2 upright steel canopy poles
Pack size: 80 x 40 cm
Weight: App. 27.1 kg

TOPEKA 800

Optional extras

Sewn-in groundsheet

520718 Carpet 520727 Footprint



TOUR 50

A tent for storage or shelter that attaches to the size of a car, 
van or caravan. Easy and quick to set up makes this ideal for 
trips where short stays are the norm. No need to spend time 
sorting the awning, just pack it up and go.

SPECIFICATIONS
Item no.:  300248
Flysheet: 185T polyester PU coated F/R
Hydrostatic head: 3000 mm
Taping:                     Flysheet fully taped
Pitching: Flysheet fi rst or as one
Inner tent: Breathable polyester
Floor: Polyethylene
Poles: Fibreglass 11.0 mm
 2 upright steel poles
Pack size: 66 x 24 cm
Weight: App. 12.4 kg

DAYTONA

Optional extras

Front opening

520722 Carpet 520708 Footprint

Mains access



TOUR 51

This bus tent will attach to most camper vans and feature 
a large living area. The bedroom can be removed for maxi-
mum versatility. Also featuring a sewn-in groundsheet and fl exi 
vents.

SPECIFICATIONS
Item no.:  300249
Flysheet: 185T polyester PU coated F/R
Hydrostatic head: 3000 mm
Taping:                     Flysheet fully taped
Pitching: Flysheet fi rst or as one
Inner tent: Breathable polyester
Floor: Polyethylene
Poles: Fibreglass 11.0 mm
Accessories: 2 upright steel canopy poles
Pack size: 68 x 26 cm
Weight: App. 17.4 kg

SEBRING 200

Optional extrasMains access

520723 Carpet 520709 Footprint

Front opening



TOUR 52

Unique designs for the Easy Camp Windscreen, giving a neat 
look to add to your tent. Packs neatly away with window view 
these windscreens will add to your trip away.

SPECIFICATIONS
Item no.:  300269
Fabric: 185T polyester F/R
Taping:                     Flysheet fully taped
Poles: Steel poles 16 mm
Pack size: 65 x 15 cm
Weight: App. 4.5 kg

GREAT WALL



TOUR 53

A very versatile extra for your camping holiday this Annexe 
provides additional storage for all those family extras, can give 
shelter and with front or rear door opening it can be used in 
any position.

SPECIFICATIONS
Item no.:  300173
Flysheet: 185T polyester PU coated F/R
Hydrostatic head: 3000 mm
Taping:                     Flysheet fully taped
Pitching: Flysheet fi rst
Poles: Steel poles 16 mm
Accessories: 2 upright steel canopy poles
Pack size: 102 x 23 cm
Weight: App. 7.5 kg 

ANNEXE

Rear door 
with window/mesh



TOUR 54

A lightweight, half dome shelter that has an integral ground-
sheet and small packsize. The Beach is ideal for use on the 
beach, in the garden or at a festival. 

SPECIFICATIONS
Item no.:  300086
Flysheet: 180T polyester PU coated 
 F/R UV 50+
Hydrostatic head:      500 mm
Floor:                       Polyethylene
Poles: Fibreglass 7.9 mm
Pack size: 55 x 10 cm
Weight: App. 1.3 kg

BEACH



TOUR 55

A funky and functional, pop up shelter that sets up in 
seconds. Lightweight with a small packsize the Beach is 
ideal for use on the beach, in the garden or at a festival.

SPECIFICATIONS
Item no.:  300087 / 300088
Flysheet: 180T polyester PU coated 
 F/R UV 50+
Hydrostatic head:      500 mm
Floor:                       Polyethylene
Poles: Fibreglass 6.0 mm
Pack size: 60 x 5 / 65 x 6 cm
Weight: App. 1.3 / 1.6  kg 

OCEAN M/L

M L
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